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Abstract—Communication networks and the systems they in-
terconnect are going through a phase of tremendous changes. The
former agnostic delivery of content between endpoints has given
way to networks increasingly adding functionality beyond moving
data. Softwarization technologies including Network Function
Virtualization (NFV) and Software-Defined Networking (SDN)
are key enablers that introduce computing into the network.
This revolution, especially for mobile communication networks,
represents a major paradigm shift away from agnostic data
delivery. Subsequently, there is a significant need to provide well-
defined environments offering replicability to effectively test and
evaluate protocols and mechanisms that integrate computing into
networks.

This article presents the Communication Networks Emulator
(ComNetsEmu), which provides a Software-Defined Networking
and Network Function Virtualization network emulation environ-
ment based on community-embraced open-sourced packages and
enables replicable research and development on limited resource
commodity hardware. In this article, we describe the underlying
ComNetsEmu architecture and provide a hands-on description
of its use for researchers, practitioners, and educators alike.

Index Terms—Network simulator, Software-defined networks,
Mobile edge cloud, 5G, Education

I. FUTURE COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

Future communication networks are characterized by an
increase in complexity, as they will feature significant in-
network computing to accommodate a broad variety of use
cases. The common scenarios range from edge computing
for ultra-reliable low latency communications over multi-hop
connections to large cloud data centers. A current example
is the reliance of current mobile communication networks of
the fifth generation (5G) and beyond on this paradigm shift
from networks handling data to networks creating information.
Indeed, several of those scenarios are being addressed in the
upcoming releases of the 5G standard, where 5G Service-
Based Architectures will play a key role [1]. In these scenarios,
the virtualization of resources will play a dominant role,
as networks migrate in their functionality from bit pipes
to proper service provisioning geared at information. This
migration will include resource-intensive machine learning and
artificial intelligence based applications that need to be dynam-
ically provisioned throughout the network. This fundamental
change is a consequence of the introduction of two emerging
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paradigms in modern networks: Software-Defined Networking
(SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV). In short,
SDN enables programmable networking, while NFV supports
flexible and dynamic deployment of network functions and
other computing functionalities in the network, see, e.g., [2],
[3].

However, for networking researchers, practitioners, and edu-
cators, learning, practicing, and teaching in such novel settings
can be difficult due to the requirement of properly virtual-
ized environments. Additionally, several network emulation
testbeds such as GENI exist next to a plethora of different
approaches to implement custom virtualized configurations,
with an overview provided in [4]. In the overarching theme
of hands-on, active learning in common educational settings
we focus on, these are commonly too difficult to setup and to
combine. These solutions frequently add unnecessary barriers
and complexity to achieve a realistic environment where to
conveniently study how such networks will operate, how real
services might be deployed on their infrastructure, and how to
perform performance evaluations of novel approaches.

For these scenarios, this contribution describes the de-
sign, implementation, and operation of a novel software
environment, called Communication Networks Emulator
(ComNetsEmu). ComNetsEmu enables any researcher, student,
or expert to build a fully virtualized network on commodity
hardware (such as a generic laptop or desktop computer). Due
to the complexity of complete NFV system implementations
and the focus of ComNetsEmu as a prototyping and teaching
tool, ComNetsEmu focuses on providing the Network Func-
tion Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI) only. This enables
research and application of SDN/NFVI basic and advanced
principles anywhere at anytime and on any device while
allowing implementation of other NFV components in the
future. Thus, the main contribution of this work is to enable
research as well as teaching and training through problem-
based learning on SDN/NFVI-powered modern networks and
to democratize the hands-on experience of required skills for
young network engineers.

This software-based environment is built as a stand alone
virtual machine that combines an SDN network emulator
(Mininet) with an NFVI solution (docker) into an inte-
grated framework. The freely available collection constitut-
ing ComNetsEmu additionally provides off-the-shelf examples
on SDN/NFVI basics as well as advanced applications and
methods for further expansions as needed. Readers that are
interested in the application of ComNetsEmu for educational
purposes are additionally referred to [5], which contains an
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in-depth review of additional examples and context for their
application in 5G and beyond (mobile) communication net-
works.

The remainder of this contribution is structured as follows.
We introduce the overall architecture at the core of the
ComNetsEmu in the following Section II. Several approaches
exist to install and work with ComNetsEmu; due to space
constraints here, we refer the interested reader to [6] for addi-
tional information as well as updates and answers to frequently
asked questions. In Section III, we provide several detailed
examples that showcase the benefits of using ComNetsEmu
for research and development of modern communications
networks. Subsequently, we provide a quantitative experiment
in Section IV before we conclude in Section V.

II. COMNETSEMU ARCHITECTURE

As described in the introduction, ComNetsEmu relies on
the popular Mininet network emulator to enable its SDN
functionalities. In this section, we briefly review some of the
main underpinnings of Mininet before we provide an overview
of ComNetsEmu with a multi-server example.

A. Mininet Environment

Mininet is a lightweight network emulation environment
that enables rapid prototyping of a complete networked sys-
tem based on the GNU/Linux operating system’s features.
Specifically, Mininet employs the virtualization features that
are part of modern Linux kernels to create a virtualized
network consisting of network applications, hosts, switches,
and routers on a single underlying physical host computer.
As Mininet supports OpenFlow and SDN elements, it is
able to support rapid prototyping for SDN development in
a straightforward, reproducible fashion. While many Mininet-
based projects chose Ryu to demonstrate their examples, any
SDN controller with OpenFlow support could be employed,
including ONOS [7] or OpenDayLight [8]. However, industry-
level and production-oriented SDN controllers are not the
focus of our teaching-oriented platform.

As Mininet utilizes the Linux kernel’s container mecha-
nisms, the Mininet hosts all share the same OS kernel as
well as process IDs, user names, and file systems, as they are
executed as regular processes. Mininet additionally provides
an independent network stack for each host that includes com-
monly needed resources, such as ARP caches or routing tables.
Additionally, Mininet provides a virtual network interface for
each host that is based on the Linux Virtual Ethernet Device
veth. The veth can be connected to a (virtual) switch,
which can be softwarized, e.g., using Open vSwitch. Similarly,
the connecting virtual links can be configured individually
with respect to characteristic parameters such as latency,
bandwidth, or loss rate. As a result, the Mininet environment
provides an ideal low resource and lightweight environment
for reproducible networking research.

B. ComNetsEmu Enhancements and Architecture

In contrast to other approaches that are built as exten-
sions to the original Mininet, such as Containernet [9], [10],

ComNetsEmu employs a docker environment inside the tradi-
tional Mininet hosts. It extends and puts forward the concepts
and work in the Containernet project. This approach replaces
the default Host or CPULimitedHost types of Mininet with
docker containers employing the approach used in Container-
net with a different setup that has less resource constraints.
(We again note that a major goal of ComNetsEmu is the
support of educational efforts in addition to research, requiring
considerations for resource-limited student hardware.) This
results in a Docker-In-Docker (DIND) (or, more precisely,
the sibling containers) nested virtualization architecture that
provides isolation between Mininet and fully customizable
hosts, which is not possible with the traditional Mininet emu-
lator. Common resources are managed by utilizing the cgroup-
parent feature of Docker, enabled by ComNetsEmu providing a
lightweight DockerHost node to replace the default host type
in Mininet. While the Mininet class is extended to provide
functionalities to manage DockerHost instances, an additional
APPContainerManager class is provided in ComNetsEmu for
the orchestration of these internal Docker containers. The em-
ulation of physical hosts with docker containers also enables
the Mininet manager to execute long-running processes within
these internal containers.

The motivation to extend the Containernet project towards
a nested virtualization strategy stems from the requirement of
having control, in the emulations, over the emulated general
purpose hardware on which the VNFs are expected to run. The
Docker host with internal Docker containers deployed is used
to mimic an actual physical host that runs Docker containers.
In an environment that uses purely Containernet, the VNFs are
deployed as Docker containers replacing the Mininet hosts.
However, this approach is limiting if one wants to emulate
the effect of multiple VNFs running in a single physical host.
Moreover, this is not flexible, since it does not allow to easily
limit and dynamically adapt the computing resources that a
physical host running multiple VNFs assigns to each one. In
our approach, we overcome these limitations first by emulating
the physical hosts as Docker hosts (just as in Containernet).
This allows the emulation of heterogeneous physical hosts
by limiting the number of CPUs and the CPU time of each
individual host. Subsequently, the VNFs are deployed on top of
these emulated physical hosts. This represents scenarios where
multiple VNFs have to share the limited computing resources
of a single physical host (with the described CPU limitations).
In turn, this enables evaluation of more complex scenarios
(and algorithms) where the VNFs have to be migrated to other
hosts in the network because they cannot satisfy the latency
requirements – not due to the propagation delays, but due
to the time needed to get access to CPU cycles in the host
computer was too long. This enables ComNetsEmu users to
deploy and test algorithms that can optimize the placement of
the VNFs to minimize the total latency while experimenting
with the propagation delays and computing delays. The result
is an emulation environment where one can test algorithms
and techniques to choose optimal placements of VNFs given
the networking constraints of latency, erasures, and throughput
as well as the computing constrains of CPU power, number
of CPUs, and number of VNFs. We additionally note that
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Fig. 1. Architecture of ComNetsEmu: While maintaining original Mininet functionality throughout, ComNetsEmu replaces the networked hosts with Docker
containers, which use the Docker sibling container functionality to implement the network functions within the dockerized hosts, resulting in a Docker-In-
Docker (DIND) logical architecture. Additionally highlighted are the boundaries of shared namespaces and common resources (i.e., compute, store, network).

open source NFVI implementations that support kernel virtual
network devices are able to run on the testbed directly, while
fully kernel-bypassing NFVI frameworks can not be executed
on the testbed. An additionally immediate benefit of DIND is
the reduced overhead when comparing it to approaches that
employ fully virtual machines for host or network function
emulation while maintaining ease of use and flexibility.

ComNetsEmu provides a collection of built-in
examples for usage of its main features and Python
APIs. For example, the dockerindocker.py and
dockerhost_manage_appcontainer.py demonstrate
how to deploy and manage Docker container inside each
virtual host. The dpdk directory in the examples shows
a basic setup to run a Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK)
accelerated L2 forwarding application on ComNetsEmu
without requirement of specific hardware support. Figure 1
illustrates the architecture of ComNetsEmu with its main
components. Virtual hosts are connected to the configurable
data plane managed by ComNetsEmu which provides
an interactive shell to execute commands for the SDN
components. Each networked host is implemented as a
Docker container within Mininet allowing isolation of
resources. The NFVI through containerized applications
are managed by an additional manager and deployed as
internal containers on each virtual host, which also intuitively
illustrates the DIND architecture.

III. COMNETSEMU HANDS-ON EXAMPLES

In this section, we briefly highlight the usage of
ComNetsEmu with practical hands-on examples. We encourage
the interested reader to refer to [5] for additional examples

as well as more detailed descriptions and to monitor the
ComNetsEmu online repository [6] for ongoing development
and future updates.

A. Echo Server Example

The objective of this first example is to show the reader the
general interaction with the Application Programming Inter-
face (API) of the ComNetsEmu through creating a common
example showcasing the basic usage of the emulator. The
interested reader can consider this example as a general-
purpose template or a canvas based on which to design
and emulate their own desired systems. Within this example,
a system consisting of two emulated computing hosts that
are connected to each other will be created. These hosts
represent the user device and the service provider’s computing
infrastructure where different network functions can be de-
ployed. All the files of this example are located in the folder
examples/echo_serve.

1) Topology to be Emulated: On the host representing
the network operator’s infrastructure, one could theoretically
deploy any containerized network function, as the Docker
container could be executing any arbitrary program. In this
example, we deploy a TCP echo server in the host representing
the network operator and in the other one a client (our
emulated user) that will send data to the server. In essence,
this fundamental example represents a provider deploying an
echo-server-as-a-function. We illustrate the emulated system in
Fig. 2. Each host is connected to a switch, and the switches are
connected with each other via emulated communication links.
The communication links are emulated using the Mininet com-
ponent of the ComNetsEmu and can be limited in bandwidth
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Fig. 2. The topology of the echo server as a network function. We emulate
a network provider with one host running the echo server, and a second host
represents the client.

and latency. The links may also erase packets with different
probability distributions. However, in this example we will
only modify with the bandwidth and latency parameters of
these links. We initially create the topology illustrated in
Figure 2 with the python script topology.py. There, we
first create the net and mgr objects, called (1) and (2) in
Figure 2. Subsequently, we create h1 and h2, and we assign
the IP addresses. These hosts are initialized with a base docker
image provided by the ComNetsEmu called dev_test. After
creating the hosts, we create the switches S1 and S2, as well
as the bandwidth and latency limited links. When the topology
is set, we create the echo server by running in h2 the Docker
container described in the next subsection. For the client, we
just run in h1 a Docker container with bash.

2) The Server and the Client: The TCP server can be
implemented using any programming language or any software
preferred by the user. As long as it can be integrated in
a Docker container, the ComNetsEmu is able to provide it
as a network function. In our example, we wrote the TCP
server in Python, and the file is called server.py. To
containerize it, we wrote a Dockerfile that simply uses
a Python base image and copies the Python script into the
image of the container. To automate the process of building
the container, we wrote a one-line bash script that runs the
docker build command, and gives the Docker image
the name echo_server. Our server simply waits for TCP
connections, accepts them, listens for a TCP segment, and
sends it back to the IP address of the sender.

The TCP client is simple. Since we are running bash,
and we have access to a terminal in h1 (we specified that
in our topology.py), we can simply run the command
echo Hello | nc 10.0.0.2 65000. With this, we are
writing the word Hello and provide it as input of the linux
program nc. This program will connect to the specified IP
address and TCP port, will send the TCP data, and will
print any received answer. If everything was executed without
problems, the word Hello will appear in the terminal.

This example is further extended in the folder
examples/service_migration. In this extension,
the echo server constantly migrates between two service
hosts, while the user is unaware of the migration, but keeps
communicating with the same IP address. This is a template
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Fig. 3. The topology used in the network slicing scenario [5].

example that can be further extended to implement the
principles of Mobile Edge Cloud (MEC), which we describe
further with a more detailed example in Section III-C.

B. Network Slicing Example

Network slicing is a key technology in future communica-
tion networks. This section presents an example on the usage
of ComNetsEmu to emulate a complete SDN network and
to program the SDN controller in order to implement two
different slicing scenarios: topology slicing and service slicing.
The example is based on the topology originally presented in
the FlowVisor documentation [11].

The example allows the user to: (i) learn how to use
ComNetsEmu Python libraries in order to build complex
topologies and configure switches and hosts, and (ii) learn how
to program the RYU controller provided in the ComNetsEmu
distribution to perform advanced (re)configuration of the SDN
network. The examples are described in details in an accom-
panying README file, that explains the scenario, the used
files and how to run the emulations in an automated way.

1) Topology to be Emulated: The example is based on a
ring topology built with four switches, but with different links
bandwidths: the two links on the üpperp̈art of the network
provide 10Mbps capacity, while the other two 1Mbps. Four
hosts are connected through the ring, two of them connected to
switch S1 and two to switch S4. Fig.3 depicts the considered
topology.

2) SDN Controller Configuration: The example consists
in programming the RYU controller by using the Python
Northbound interface. The Northbound interface of an SDN
controller allows to deploy applications that modify the net-
work behaviour. In this case, the following two variants of
network slicing are proposed:

• Topology slicing: where two slices are defined to intercon-
nect host h1 and h3, and h2 and h4, respectively. The two
resulting overlay topologies are isolated, i.e. they don’t
have shared links.

• Service slicing: all hosts can reach each other, but in
this case two slices are partially overlapped. Video traffic
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Fig. 4. Topology of the MEC migration example.

(intended as UDP traffic to port 9999) is associated with
a high capacity slice, which contains the 10Mbps link
between switch S1 and S4, while all other traffic is router
through the 1Mbps links between the same two switches.

This example is included in the folder
app/realizing_network_slicing.

C. Mobile Edge Cloud Example

This section aims to demonstrate the holistic approach of
the ComNetsEmu to emulate a real 5G network by leveraging
both its SDN and NFVI capabilities by emulating a Mobile
Edge Cloud (MEC). The source of this example can be found
in the folder app/realizing_mobile_edge_clouds.
The whitepaper [12] from ETSI and ISG defines the MEC as
a system that provides an IT service environment and cloud
computing capabilities at the edge of the mobile network,
within the RAN and in close proximity to mobile subscribers,
in order to meet the latency constraints of time critical ap-
plications. Realizing a MEC for mobile applications such as
self-driving cars also requires moving the cloud service from
one edge computing node to another, both seamlessly and
transparent for the client. 5G architectures allow this using
a combination of i.) SDN - to make the client agnostic of
the physical host serving the application by masking their IP
addresses, and ii.) NFVI - To effortlessly spawn, replicate and
despawn services using fast virtualization technologies such
as Docker. In this example, we realize a MEC which will
host the previously discussed echo server across an emulated
geographically-distributed network.

1) Topology to be Emulated: The topology designed for this
example is graphically represented in Figure 4. We assume two
MECs, each with a base station (BS1 and BS2, respectively)
that are geographically separated. Each is represented by their
respective SDN switches Switch 1 and Switch 2. Both the
switches are connected to the same SDN controller. Each

MEC is also comprised of a cluster of heterogeneous physical
servers connected to their representative SDN switch. The
client, which may be assumed to be a standard user equipment
(UE), may be connected to at most one base station at a time.
Thus, the mobility of the client may be easily emulated by
disconnecting from one BS and connecting to another. The
echo service will be hosted as a MEC service on one of
the servers. In this example, the client service is a simple
echo-request program that sends an echo-request to a given IP
address and prints the response. As the client moves from one
BS to another, the echo service will be moved to a different
emulated physical server (e.g., within the RAN), while the
migration remains completely transparent to the client.

2) Selection of Server to Host Virtualized Functions: The
selection of an optimal server to host the MEC service is vital
in guaranteeing low latency service. The server selection does
not only depend on the network traffic and congestion-related
latency, but it also depends on the latency incurred due to the
performance caps at each host, which may dynamically vary
depending on the server load due to other parallel services
running them. One straightforward approach to measuring
the end-to-end latency from the base station to each host is
by simply obtaining the delay from a probe-request micro-
service running closest to the switch (BS) to probe-response
micro-services running at every potential MEC host. We use
a dedicated probe-service to measure the delay, as opposed to
using standard ICMP pings, because the probe-service process
running in the user space will also account for any processing
delays incurred at the host due to the dynamic server load. The
probing server acts similar to a standard echo-response server
and the probing agent periodically sends a probe packet to the
probe server with a timestamp in the payload. The timestamp
in the echoed response from the probing server will be used
by the probing agent to estimate the latency from the base
station to each host of the MEC cluster.
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(a) Physical testbed. (b) ComNetsEmu implementation.

Fig. 5. Latency comparison between physical testbed and ComNetsEmu implementation with 70 packets-per-second.

3) Realization by ComNetsEmu: Similar to the echo server
example described in the Section III-A, a Containernet with
a corresponding VNFManager and a standard SDN controller
is spawned first. Following that, two switches are spawned,
representing the endpoints of two geographically separated
base stations. Two Mininet hosts derived from the DIND
image, representing MEC hosts are spawned and connected to
each of the two switches. Using the VNFManager, a Docker
container implementing the probing server is added to each of
the four hosts. Further, another host implementing the probing
agent is spawned and connected to each of the two switches.
The probing agents periodically report to the controller about
their respective latency to each of the MEC hosts. Based
on that, the controller determines the ideal host for VNF
placement and spawns or migrates the application server to
the respective host. For the sake of simplicity, we do not
consider the challenges involving migration of stateful services
in this example. Therefore, the migration process is as simple
as spawning the application server container in the new MEC
host, updating the flows in the switches to reroute packets
to the new host, and despawning the application server from
the old host (in that order). The client is implemented similar
to the example described in the Section III-A and the client
migration is implemented by simply disconnecting from one
switch and connecting to the other.

IV. A QUANTITATIVE EXAMPLE

In this section, we provide an additional quantitative exam-
ple for the usage of ComNetsEmu, noting that ComNetsEmu
is designed as a teaching and proof-of-concept tool, and not
geared towards fine-grained real system implementation per-
formance analysis. Nevertheless, in the following we perform a
latency performance evaluation comparison between a physical
testbed and ComNetsEmu for a Network Address Translator
(NAT) VNF implemented using Data Plane Development Kit
(DPDK). We specifically compare i.) a monolithic design
(denoted as Mono) used in, e.g., FastClick [13], and ii.)
a disaggregated or microservice-based design (denoted as
MuNF), proposed in [14]. For both scenarios, Intel NUC PCs
(NUC6i5SYH) are used (two are employed in the physical
testbed, and only one is used in the ComNetsEmu scenario).
For both Mono and MuNF 80 %, Cgroups are used to limit

the maximal CPU time of the VNF to 80 % of a single core.
For MuNF 160 %, the CPU time is doubled to evaluate the
possibility for trading resources and flexibility in a linear
relationship. For the physical testbed, the packet generator
and the Device under Test (DuT) are directly connected via a
10GbE switch while in the ComNetsEmu scenario, they are
connected directly via virtual pairs (two separate interface
pairs are used to isolate ingress and egress traffic.) The Trex
traffic generator from Cisco (v2.81) generates stateless UDP
flows with varying packet lengths to benchmark the system,
avoiding complexity introduced by congestion control and
packet re-transmissions. Packet sizes ranging from 64 to 1024
bytes are used to evaluate the worst and the best performance
with an MTU of 1500 bytes. The packet-per second (PPS)
configuration of Trex set to 70 PPS (emulating low latency
requirements for a common single scenario case). For each
test profile and packet size, the average and maximal values
of 50 rounds are used to calculate the average and maximal
latency with a confidential interval of 95 %.

We illustrate the results of this comparison between testbed
and ComNetsEmu emulation in Figure 5. We observe that
both implementations exhibit fairly steady results with narrow
confidence intervals across the evaluated packet sizes. The
maximum values for latency-sensitive applications do not
exhibit any considerable delay penalties for monolithic as well
as microservice designs. Similarly, the average latency values
also do not exhibit significant deviations across packet sizes
and implementations. One should carefully consider the over-
all system limitations, which with increasing processor and
memory saturations could lead to bottlenecks impacting these
results. This overall represents a general-purpose scenario
that prominently highlights the capabilities of ComNetsEmu
for real-world experimentation replacements even in latency-
sensitive scenarios for which ComNetsEmu was not originally
designed.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper illustrates a network emulator software,
ComNetsEmu, capable of running on any laptop or PC, which
is customized to teach basics and advanced concepts related
to the introduction of SDN and NFV in modern networks.
While currently focusing on NFVI, future implementations of
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other NFV components can expand the scope of ComNetsEmu
considerably. The software is freely available to the commu-
nity and can ease learning of such concepts by using hands-on
examples included in the package, as well as the possibility
to develop new scenarios and experiment new solutions. The
authors successfully used the software to provide hands-on
courses and tutorials on the subject, and are looking forward
to see what the community will be capable of achieving with
it.
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